ABOUT THE COVER 2020
West End House Camp is beautiful at all times of the year! The top picture on the front
cover features a colorful shot of the Rec Hall taken during our October 2020 Open House
weekend. At the bottom left, you see an early summer bunk 5B zoom with many members
of our great young campers and their staff. From left to right, top to bottom: Andrew Babb,
Ryan Wilensky, Josh Daigle, and Matt Kern; Aidan Connelly, Ace Eagerman, Chris
Tomaz-Hull, and Brandon Buckman; Jacob Kirwan, Jayden Gu, Brennan Summers, and
Abe Barr; Sam Dancey, Son Schneider, and Nate Mendelsohn. On the bottom right is a
picture of veteran camper Ori Kohl proudly wearing his HOUSE At Home t-shirt!
The top picture on the inside of the front cover shows a large group of our experienced
counselors readying for the start of the 2019 season. Most of these gentlemen were
planning to be on site for the 2020 season and many are already committed to being part
of our triumphant return to Parsonsfield, Maine in 2021! The bottom of this page shows a
subsection of our awesome campers and staff who participated in our HOUSE At Home
Closing Ceremonies at the end of our 2020 virtual camp season.
On the back inside cover is the 1A cabin crew who arrived on opening day 2019. This
group would have been in Gottlieb/G1/Bobby’s Cabin in 2020 and many of them will be
CITs during the summer of 2021. From left to right: Riley Bloch, Jonah Bloch, staff
members Eddie Benson, Devin Usal, and Juan Ruiz, James Kagoda, Ben Grabie, Harry
Rubin, Prince DePina, Kennedy Charles, Liam Grabie, and Abbas Ngoboko. The bottom
picture is our outstanding 2A group from 2019, who will be jumping up to the intermediates
in 2021. From left to right, bottom row: Lachlan Welsh, Ryder Beaulac, Josh Mawanda,
Leeon Perryman, Aiden DeLiberato, Jack Goldberg, and Cameron Bloch. Back row: staff
members Tim Beinborn, Eli Champoux, Joe Connelly, and Nick Silva, Jacob Dancey and
Lee Perryman.
The amazing photos on the back cover were taken this past October by a drone operated
by former camper and counselor Zach Leppo. The top picture shows much of lower camp
and the bottom one shows our spectacular ballfields. Ask us more about the drone
adventures when you see us!
Credit and thanks go out to the outstanding photographers who took these and thousands
of other pictures during 2019 and 2020! In addition to Zach Leppo, thank you Juan Ruiz,
Josh Daigle, Ryan Wilensky, Rachel Wilensky, Steve Dancey, Alycia Dancey, Ramie
Lepler, and many others!

DEDICATION
When David Krivitsky died at age 90 in 2019 West End House lost one of its finest members.
A native of Boston, David followed his father and uncles as an active member of the West
End House. Indeed, the Krivitsky family roots go back to the virtual founding of the Club in
1906 and the Camp in 1908.
David attended Boston English High School where he excelled in track and in later years was
inducted into that school’s Sports Hall of Fame. After high school he attended Worcester
Academy where he captained the track team and was a National Schoolboy Champion
Sprinter. He graduated Dartmouth College in 1951 and was captain of the track team there.
After serving in the United States Navy David moved to New York City. He retired as
President of Native Textiles and was honored by his peers as Man of the Year. Whenever he
came back to Boston, he always checked in at the West End House and for many summers
he visited camp along with his good friend, Nortie Miller. He was especially proud of the fact
that his two nephews, Jimmy and Bobby Musiker, attended camp, and that his sister and
brother-in-law, Judy and Mike Musiker, referred so many children from Manhasset, NY to
our camp.
Starting in the late 1930s David was a Camper, a Counselor and later in the 1940s became
the youngest Director of WEH Camp. As an adult he never forgot his root and was a strong
supporter of the organization which played such an important part of his formative years.
When his father, Benjamin “Tom” Krivitsky, died in the early 1970s, David donated the
funds to construct a ski dock in memory of his father. In the late 1990s he donated additional
funds to put in place a scoreboard in the gym, making West End House Camp the envy of all
those who came to compete. He supported the camp in many other ways and was especially
generous at the time of the 100th anniversary of our organization.
This soft-spoken, modest and delightful man was beloved by all who knew him. We miss him
and are honored by his friendship and support. It is with the greatest respect, love, and
admiration that the 2020 Spirit is dedicated to
DAVID KRIVITSKY

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Although the 2020 Camp Season was cancelled a lot of action took place to ensure that the camp
would remain a viable entity. Our thanks go to the following people for their contributions of time,
resources and personal involvement:
Dr. Jeffrey Kublin, President of WEH Camp, and Stuart Snyder, Vice President, for their efforts
on our behalf.
Past Presidents Henry Barr, Marty Jacobs and Michael Berger for their continued assistance and
wise counsel.
Dr. Evan Hack, for his leadership role in advising the Camp Board of Directors about the COVID19 crisis.
Bob Goober, Billy Swiecicki and Josh Swiecicki for heading up the Facilities Committee and
planning and supervising the many capital improvement projects.
Bobby Ryter for continuing to oversee the budget and advise the Board on various expenditures.
Geoffrey Dancey for his experience in the field of investments and for supervising our Endowment
Fund.
Marty Jacobs and Steve Lepler for their liaison efforts with Long Pond Association.
Henry Barr and Andrew Chaban for their fundraising efforts.
The Trustees and Members of the Board of Directors who meet regularly to oversee the operation
and whose committees meet regularly to ensure that WEH Camp is the very best it can possible
be. Board members are listed elsewhere in the Spirit, and each has been tremendous in his or her
support of the Camp.
Aaron Leppo, Full Line Graphics, for arranging for our printing needs, including the printing of
the 2020 Spirit.
Alexa Urena and Sarah Macpherson for arranging for us to receive our mail during pandemic
restrictions affecting our access to our office.
Ryan Wilensky for his outstanding job in putting together and editing the Spirit.
Special thanks to Judy Musiker for subsidizing the printing of the Spirit and its distribution.

MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR—BILL MARGOLIN
For the first time since the Spanish Flu outbreak over 100 years ago West End House Camp did
not operate in the summer of 2020. However, due to the incredible hard work and planning of a
small group of people we did indeed have a season which we called House@Home. This program
kept the interest of veteran and new campers and was a great success all around. Thanks especially
to Ryan Wilensky, Steve Lepler, Josh Daigle and Steve Dancey for their efforts in leading this
program. Its success was also due to the diligent work of counselors Griffin Yas, Joe Connelly,
Matthew Kern and Josh Wolf. Read elsewhere in the Spirit about further highlights.
Special thanks to Camp Property Managers, John Fredette and Steve Chamberlain (assisted by
Allan Jacobs) for their efforts this past summer. The only good news about the camp closure was
that our property managers spent a lot of time improving our facility.
Natasha Williamson has been in constant touch about planning for next year. We are looking
forward to welcoming her back and having Brock Major join her on our medical staff.
This past season was a year of transition. Steve Lepler, who began his full-time summer duties at
camp in 1999, officially stepped down as Camp Director on September 1. The new leadership team
has proven itself to be very capable and conscientious as it strives to “download” all the
information that Steve has accumulated over the past 20+ years. The transition has gone smoothly,
and Steve will remain as an adviser until after the 2021 season. The camp owes him a big debt of
gratitude for his work. He has been tireless in his efforts and the positive impact he has had on the
camp is a testament to his love of West End House Camp.
The leadership team which formally came into being on September 1 consists of Ryan Wilensky
(Camp Director), Josh Daigle (Assistant Camp Director), Steve Dancey (Business Operations
Director), and Rachel Wilensky (Administrative Assistant). Each brings great talents to the camp.
Ryan has been enthusiastic and tireless in his new position and has also continued with his very
interesting interviews and podcasts. He has an incredible memory of campers, staff and Color War
events. Josh continues to be a positive force in camp operations, especially on the communications
end of things. It’s nice to have him as our representative in Maine. Steve Dancey has proven
himself to be very competent and conscientious and continues to absorb the various bookkeeping
and other logistics from Steve Lepler. Rachel has shown her talents in designing brochures,
producing podcasts and Scary Stories.
I want to express my gratitude to Jeff Kublin, President of the West End House Camp and to all
the members of the Board of Directors for their support. They are a unique and talented group of
people whose unselfish efforts keep West End House Camp one of the top facilities of its type in
the country. Also, my gratitude to Judy Musiker, for her kindness in sponsoring the publication
and distribution of the Spirit. Finally, thank you Bryna for your help all during the year - I could
not do it without you.
Don’t forget to check out our fantastic website and to tell your friends about us. We continue to
attract many new campers through word of mouth, so if you know a good candidate who might
like to join us next summer, we welcome your referral. In the meantime, stay well, study hard, and
take care. Please do not hesitate to contact us (617-783-2267) if we can assist in any way.

MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR – STEVE LEPLER
In an unprecedented and unusual year, this message is similarly going to be much different
than what I have written for the SPIRIT yearbook since 1999. My first hope is that you and your
families are all healthy and that the pandemic situation is moving towards a better place. As you
know, missing a year of on-site camp was devastating for all of us. I am proud of the way we went
about our decision-making process. In retrospect, I know we made the right choice.
I am also proud of how we pivoted quickly to our free virtual camp, HOUSE At Home,
which kept campers involved, entertained, and connected. We did more than most camps
attempted to do. We showed resiliency and creativity, and most importantly the campers still had
fun and learned a lot. Thanks to the leadership team and counselors who helped put this together
and successfully pull it off!
As most of you know, I announced a couple of years ago that I would be retiring at the age
of 65. I will be working at camp during the summer of 2021 and also throughout this off-season.
My goal has been to be part of the smoothest, most seamless transition to ensure that West End
House Camp remains the best place in the world! My vision also included passing the torch to
committed, talented, known quantities who have the same passion for WEHC as I do. I strongly
recommended the team that has evolved: Ryan Wilensky as Director, Steve Dancey as Business
Operations Director, Josh Daigle as Assistant Director, and Rachel Wilensky as Administrative
Coordinator, all receiving training, wisdom, and guidance from Executive Director Bill Margolin
and me as Advising Director. There is a lot that I know and have done during the past 22 years
that needs to be shared. The process of doing this has been underway. We are well positioned for
a successful 2021 and an extremely bright future!
This past summer was supposed to be one where I would be sharing a lot of information,
strategies, and relationships such that the new team would be up to speed next summer. We
accomplished a good deal of this any way, even though we were not operating on-site, and this
process will continue throughout the upcoming months and during the summer. You have already
been hearing and will be hearing more of the voices of the new leaders in their expanded roles, all
of whom have positive, long-term histories at WEHC. In addition to their energy and passion, they
have a lot of new good ideas that will continue to make WEHC the best place for campers and
staff to spend their summers.
When I returned to camp to be part of the leadership team in 1998 and when I took on the
role of Director in 2008, I wanted to take the best of what West End House Camp was for me when
I was a camper and counselor in the 1960’s and 1970’s and make it even better. I am proud that
this has taken place. At some point, when I am not in the middle of things, I will look back to try
to get a perspective on all that has changed and all that has remained the same. I enjoyed last
summer despite the unique circumstances, and I am very much looking forward to the upcoming
comeback season as we all ensure continuity, tradition, and excellence for the next generation!
We truly hope that you are with us again or for the first time in 2021! Thanks in advance
for helping us spread the word to people in your circles. You are our best ambassadors; we need
your help! Tell people to enjoy our website www.westendhousecamp.org and our social media
outlets. Please contact us with any questions you/they have or if we can be helpful in any way.
Best regards to you and your family,
Steve Lepler

Message from the 2020 Operations Director, 2021 Camp Director – Ryan Wilensky
Typically, I would start off my message with some great moments from the summer and end by
thanking all the Senior Counselors, who are the ones who plan the great activities. Unfortunately,
the great moments from the summer of 2020 were not from Parsonsfield, but while watching on
my computer in Foxborough, while my 3 kids were either screaming or playing Minecraft or
screaming about playing Minecraft.
Despite Camp being cancelled for the first time since 1918, there are still many people to thank. I
want to start by thanking Rachel, as she did most of the parenting while I was on zoom calls. The
“You’ve been Shirted” videos were her idea. On Saturdays, she would get all the snacks for the
kids as we would take a 3-5-hour drive around Massachusetts dropping off T-Shirts. I think she
enjoyed it the most. My kids hated it but took one for the team.
When Steve first dubbed our summer program as “HOUSE @ Home,” I knew we needed staff to
be the key guys. It was worrisome that staff would find other jobs for the summer, get ready for
college etc. However, Joe Connelly and Griffin Yas are truly the heroes of the summer of 2020.
They would not allow the summer to go to waste. They helped create the schedule, the activities,
helped make some adjustments and constantly talked me out of bad ideas. Thank you!!! Also
impressive was the leadership of Josh Wolf and Matt Kern, who a year ago were CITs, and this
summer were part of the tight leadership team that made House @ Home happen. I hope we have
many more years for all 4 of the staff leaders of HOUSE @ Home. I’d also like to thank Zamayne
Abney, Kieran Flood, Aidan Connelly, Juan Ruiz and Nick Silva for showing up each week and
being reliable contributors. Also, I’d like to thank Josh Daigle, Ellen Collard and Allan Jacobs for
running their weekly activities (and Mark Sands for agreeing to try to do some fishing).
I was quite anxious about HOUSE @ Home. What if nobody shows up? What if the campers
don’t want to be bothered? What if the campers think it’s like school? But, that’s not what
happened at all. So, what was my favorite moment of the summer?
Trick Shot Tuesday, week 1, we have a young new camper on the zoom named Eli Boericke, from
Braintree. Who is this kid? I’m thinking he’s probably going to be reserved as a new camper. We
start showing some of our trick shot videos we each made. Brandon Buckman and Joe Connelly
had nice ones; veteran Jacob Dancey had a cool one using a pogo stick. Then we show Eli’s. The
look on Brandon Buckman’s face was my favorite moment of the summer. Utterly shocked. Eli
had destroyed us all. From his bedroom, he shot a ball off a wall, into his mini hoop on the door
of his room, then the ball went down a ramp he made and then he walked over, opened up his
backpack and the ball went right in. But, my favorite part was when he walked out of the room
with a “no big deal” swagger. The Trick Shot Eli did at the end of the summer was even more
impressive. Not only did Eli announce himself to West End in impressive fashion, I realized then
that HOUSE @ Home was going to be a success because West Enders have endless energy,
creativity and resilience.
As most of you know, I am going to fulfill my lifelong dream of being the Camp Director for West
End House Camp. For that I’d like to thank the members of the Board of Directors for having
confidence in me and my team of Steve Dancey, Josh Daigle and Rachel who are as passionate
about camp as I am. I’d like to thank Bill Margolin for writing me a third glowing recommendation
(college, teaching and Camp Director). We all know Bill is a living legend. Camp is about to start
year 113 and between Jack Burnes and Bill Margolin, 2 men have led WEHC for almost 70% of

its existence. Amazing. I could write a 50-page list of “What I learned from Bill.” But I’m going
to share the most important one. Treat people with kindness, love and genuine care. West End
House is about relationships first, not cabins, leagues or waterfront. The alumni, staff, campers
and yes, the families of West Enders are my family too. Let’s keep this incredible community
going together and pass it on to the next generation of West Enders.
I wanted to end on a note about Steve Lepler. It isn’t easy replacing a legend, as Steve did in 2009,
but his hard work and relentless pursuit of top-notch campers made the last 12 years a dynasty era
for WEHC. When I first came back in 2008, I was worried I would be the annoying new person
who thinks he knows it all (probably accurate). Steve made the transition extremely easy and he
has made the current Camp Director transition a seamless one. And as he retires and moves on to
the grandparent/retirement phase of his life, with Ramie, I think we need to recognize what he has
done for West End House Camp. Besides being a longtime camper (high senior captain),
outstanding counselor and Assistant Director, Steve has led camp to great achievements over his
last 12 years as Camp Director.
Here are many of Steve’s amazing ideas/improvements
5 and 10 year plaques, G1 – a special cabin for our most veteran campers, Gaga Pit, improving the
quality of the campers with relentless recruiting, Fave 5, resurrecting Watermelon Sundays,
Canteen, Counselor of the Week, Staff intro letters to parents, House Song challenges for the
Buffet, Streamlined Laundry, Yearly Collages, Family Feud, Elite 8, Lifeguard training at camp
for Waterfront staff, Family of the Year award, Health Center (instead of Infirmary), Sports
“Ladders,” Zero Tolerance for Bullying, Wiffleball tournaments, Deluxe Deli Buffet, the 4
Questions, all campers being included in Sayings-We Leaves, Elective Time (instead of free time),
return of AOD, Limiting staff using whistles, demanding only positive cheering, Midsummer
awards, 6 Color War divisions every year, Stump Steve, reverse littering (picking up trash), Chores
with Steve, and on and on.
Weirdly, my personal favorite idea Steve ever had was one that would seem minor to most, but I
feel exemplifies Steve the best. A simple solution to an ongoing annoyance for his favorite sport.
Steve decided to have the umpire call balls and strikes in Softball, as opposed to having the batters
wait for a perfect pitch. The games would take forever, kids would sit around and watch pitch
after pitch go by because it wasn’t exactly where they wanted it. Coaches would tell pitchers to
intentionally throw bad pitches until the hitters would eventually swing. Since we’ve called balls
and strikes, Softball, Watermelon and Omelet games have become the most pleasurable
competitions in camp. A simple solution to a 100-year problem. That’s what Steve does, solves
problems with simple solutions.
The number one lesson I have learned from Steve is to take a deep breath and give yourself time
to think about a problem. Do not overreact. Most problems are not that big of a deal when you
slow down and think about them with a clear mind.
Thank you, Steve, for everything you have taught me and more importantly for having an
incredible positive influence on the West End House Camp.
Rip, Rip Rip, Rap, Rap, Rap, Steve Lepler, clap, clap, clap, Steve Lepler, clap, clap, clap, YEHHHHH!

See you for West End 113 - “Best we’ve ever seen.”
Ryan Wilensky
Gottlieb 1992

MESSAGE FROM THE ASSISTANT DIRECTOR – JOSH DAIGLE
During this time of uncertainty all around us, I couldn’t be prouder to be a member of such an
amazing and supportive organization like West End House Camp. Even though things have not
gone as planned for all of us this past year, I appreciate that everyone, from campers, to staff, and
directors, has gone above and beyond to keep our culture and traditions at West End House Camp
alive and well!
It was awesome being able to see you guys participating in different activities than our typical
camp ones. From perfecting trick shots, recording podcasts, gaming together online, and gathering
with your bunkmates on Zoom, thank you to everyone who participated!
I believe one thing we will all agree on when we arrive at camp next summer is that it has never
looked better! Our maintenance team of John Fredette and Steve Chamberlain has been renovating
and updating the facilities at camp. With the additional help of Allan Jacobs and Steve Dushan,
everything is in tip top shape. We can’t wait for you to see it!
Thank you to Steve Lepler and Bill Margolin for your continued support and guidance this year.
It has been a privilege working with you both in this capacity, and I look forward to continuing to
learn from you!
Finally, thank you to all our staff and campers for hanging in there during these challenging times.
Please know that Ryan, Steve Dancey, Bill, Steve Lepler, and I are all planning for an incredible
summer of 21 at WEHC. We can't wait to see you there!

MESSAGE FROM THE BUSINESS OPERATIONS DIRECTOR – STEVE DANCEY
I first fell in love with West End House Camp on July 9th, 1989. That was the day I rode the buses
from Boston up to Maine for my first 6-week summer on Long Pond. Ryan Wilensky was the only
person I knew at camp, and I quickly saw him (or should I say, heard him), in a heated discussion
with fellow camper Kenny Ames.
As a Camper and Counselor for ten years, I most enjoyed the competition of leagues, intercamp
sports, and Color War. I am thankful to have spent this time with my brothers Geoffrey and
Gregory, and my cousin Tommy Kandler.
As a young Alumnus, I appreciated the camaraderie of Old Timers Week, and the offseason
gatherings of lifelong friends.
As a member of the Board of Directors this past decade, I’ve been delighted to use both my
experience in the sporting goods and food supply industries and my connections to the local
business community to support the programs of both West End House Camp and the West End
House Girls Camp.
As a Father, I am grateful that my sons Jacob and Samuel also get to experience West End and
build their own lifelong friendships. I look forward to having many more family members join the
West End family as well.
As my relationship with WEHC moves through its fourth decade, I’m excited about the new
direction it has taken. As part of the leadership team, I’ve shifted my focus from the Board of
Directors to supporting new Camp Director Ryan Wilensky, new Assistant Director Joshua Daigle,
and new Administrative Coordinator Rachel Wilensky as the Business Operations Director.
I will be working on improving camp communications, alumni relations, systems improvements,
vendor relations, marketing strategies, and other behind the scenes activities. I look forward to
working with the Board of Directors, alumni of all ages, and all members of the West End House
Camp community as we prepare camp for the next 113 years!
Sincerely,
Stephen Dancey
Gottlieb 1992

WEST END HOUSE CAMP CORPORATION
Members of the West End House Camp Corporation are people who have all had a long
affiliation with the West End House organization and who volunteer extraordinary time and efforts
throughout the year for the benefit of the West End House Camp. The Officers and Directors, as
of January 1, 2021, are:
President: Dr. Jeffrey Kublin
Vice President: Stuart Snyder
Treasurer: Geoff Dancey
Clerk: Martha Day
Past Presidents: Michael Berger, Marty Jacobs, Henry Barr
Brett Barenholtz
Adam Barr
Dr. Matthew Bloch
Andrew Chaban
Robert Goober

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Michael Gordon John Parker
Paul Gordon
Lee Rappaport
Dr. Evan Hack
Robert Ryter
Aaron Leppo
Jeff Seifer
James Stoller

Bill Swiecicki
Josh Swiecicki
Jared Wilk
John Zinman

MICHAEL W. CATALDO, SR. AWARD
Mike Cataldo had been affiliated with the West End House since childhood. He served as
President of the WEH Alumni Association, the WEH Boys & Girls Club, and the WEH Camp,
and was Co-Chairman of the Camp Committee for many, many years. He was a most dedicated
and tireless worker for the organization, and we all felt a profound loss when he passed away in
1999. In memory of this outstanding individual, an award is presented annually to a person whose
efforts, commitment, and service to the West End House Camp are in keeping with the tradition
and character so exemplified by Michael W. Cataldo, Sr. Recipients have been:
2000
Billy Swiecicki
2001
Henry L. Barr
2002
Bert Wynn
2003
Marty Jacobs
2004
Elmer “Bud” Runyon
2005
Hy Escott
2006
Steve Curley
2007
Bryna Leeder
2008
Jim Stoller
2009
Laurie Kaplan
2010
Sid Boorstein
2011
Brett Barenholtz
2012
Michael Berger
2013
Aaron Leppo
2014
Ramie Lepler
2015
Kenny Klapman
2016
Carolyn and Michael Eggert
2017
Johnny Parker
2018
Robert Ryter
2019
Robert Goober
2020
Dr. Jeffrey Kublin
2021
John Zinman

END OF THE SUMMER AWARDS - WEST END HOUSE CAMP 2020

Camper Career Achievements
Directors’ Award – James Kagoda
Unsung Hero – Michael Colon
Walter Thom “Outstanding Sportsman” Award – Jonah Bloch
Most Valuable Player – Ryan Torres
Ian Greenblatt “Spirit of the House” Award - Ben Grabie
Louis I. Kane Leadership Award – Career - Liam Grabie
James J. Storrow Award – Career - Riley Bloch
2020 MVPs and Outstanding Sportsmen
HOUSE AT HOME DIVISION
WEEK
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
Ace Eagerman
Ross Israel
Jacob Dancey
Riley Bloch
Brady Bloch
Nathan Riesenburger
Spencer Hertz
Hunter Beaulac

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMAN
Eli Boericke
Jacob Kirwan
Ryder Beaulac
Nate Mendelsohn
Liam Grabie
Zach Andelman
Max Andelman
Sam Dancey

HOUSE AT HOME END OF YEAR AWARDS
House at Home Rookie Participant – Son Schneider
House at Home Rookie Participant – Rowan Giardino
House at Home Rookie Participant – Asmy Sylvain
House at Home Rookie of the Year – Eli Boericke
House at Home Outstanding Sportsman – Jacob Dancey
House at Home MVP – Ace Eagerman

The Kublin Family Ten Year Club Honoring Continuity, Tradition, and Excellence at
West End House Camp in Our Second Century
Mike Stawowy
Ryan Wilensky
Brandon Avergon
Mike Jacobs
Rashad Cudjoe
Jason Cohen
Jordan Shapiro
Jesse C-Golden
Andrew DeMarco
Jared Klapman
Todd Zucker
Danny Walsh
Josh Singer
Ben Eggert

Eric Lesser
Roque Reyes
Jake Ryter
Alex Hebert
Matt Shivers
Brion Rock
Neil Sharma
Zach Leppo
Jonah Rappaport
Barrett Wilson
Jarrid McElligott
Michael Katzen
Aaron Rappaport
Zach Chason

Mitchell Lesser
Jeremy Zucker
Joey Cohen
Sam Eggert
Jack Meaney
Ian Finn
Denicio Campozano
Jordan Chabot
Gabe Sands
Matt Connelly
Jack Donaldson
Jack Lesser
Oudom Seang
Luke Stillman

Raymond Wu
Jordan Leppo
Kevin Wu
Drew Seifer
Brandon Buckman
Ben Kaplan
Ben Keller
NEW MEMBERS
Aidan Connelly
Joe Connelly
Brandon Karp
Ryan Karp

WEHC FIVE and TEN YEAR CLUBS
As we began our second century in the summer of 2009, we were proud to unveil two new plaques
that are prominently displayed in the dining hall. The goal is to recognize and honor campers and
staff who have been at WEHC for five years and for ten years. We hold an induction ceremony on
Visiting Day. These committed individuals have been, and will continue to be, a huge part of our
success. They will proudly show their families now and in the future that they are members of a
special and exclusive club. The 2020 inductees are in bold. Congratulations and thanks to all the
West Enders who are listed above and below.
The Lepler Family Five Year Club Honoring Continuity, Tradition, and Excellence at West
End House Camp in Our Second Century.

There is a new plaque in memory of Morris “Lucky” Boorstein, Eva Boorstein and the
Honorable Beverly W. Boorstein.

There will be at least 2 special ceremonies, one at the January 10, 2021 Virtual Camp
Reunion and New Camper Breakfast and one at the July 31, 2021 Visiting Day at camp.
Their names will be engraved forever on plaques in the dining hall!

]

WEHC FIVE YEAR CLUB
ChrisMoriarty
A. DeMarco
Todd Zucker
Ben Yudysky
Ben Olins
DannyBernard
Jake Leppo
Ben Liebman
Neal Zucker
D. Voshchin
M. Shivers
Josh Singer
JaredKlapman
Joe McKinnon
Brion Rock
Doug Spink
JustinAvergon
Mike Kirsten
Mark Sands
Ian Solomon
JeremyZucker
Kevin Reyes
Zach Leppo
Ben Eggert
Eric Lesser
Jake Ryter
Roque Reyes
J. McElligott
Jacob Leppo
J. Rappaport
Barrett Wilson
M Tingling
Matt Yudysky
Jacob Sands
M. Mohamud
Aidan Driscoll
Alex Hebert
DominicSands
Jacob Stetson
Zach Chason
A. Rappaport
Mitch Lesser
Mich. Katzen
Sam London
Jose Noyola
Mike Kirsten
Sam McGann

JohnAlmeida
D. Camp.
Joey Cohen
Sam Eggert
J. Feldman
Ian Finn
Ben Grosser
A. Josephson
P. Kong
David Lach
A. LeBlanc
Vince Leppo
Jack Meaney
Ben Ryter
Neil Sharma
Corey White
LouisShaevel
David Wong
Evan Swartz
S. Tsujimura
Josh Mazur
Walden Ng
T. Rochette
Gabe Sands
Zach Borim
Jordan Leppo
Matt Leppo
Asa Cressey
Kevin Wu
Sam Wong
Vajra Spring
Alex Su
M. Oliveri
Steven Price
C. Lydon
F. Mawanda
Gabe Leppo
Alex Johnson
JordanCohen
M. Connelly
Jord. Chabot
J. Gonzales
Danny Brack
J .Donaldson
F. Dawson
JakeYezerski
OudomSeang

M. Weisman
RaymondWu
Evan Vale
LukeStillman
Joe Rowland
A. Romantz
Max Robert
Pat O’Toole
MikeMessina
Isaac Merson
E. McNeilly
Mastrangelo
Jack Lesser
Joey LeBlanc
Matt Heim
KarlHubbard
AnthonyShea
D. A-Kelly
Noah Aspel
Matt Fischer
A. Folkes
Cam DeLuca
K. Denning
Mi.Goroshko
Gavin Healy
Joey Lydon
Max Lustig
B. McCrory
Y. Mohamud
MattMoriarty
Jalan Price
AaronPromer
AustinRicker
Nate Wright
Walter Thom
T. Goroshko
Alex Joseph
Ben Kaplan
Ben Keller
Calvin Lok
Alex Kraus
Stuart Lustig
Blake Masse
Zach Miller
A.Natansohn
Matt Noah
Alan Qiu

Diego Rivera
B. Sanders
E. Seidman
Drew Seifer
Sam Shapiro
Jacob Sigel
Jake Sudkin
Zach Zysk
Brian Bartlett
C. Beberman
Max Brody
Bran. Buck
Brady Buck
J, Denning
Austin Dodes
Liam Flood
J. Goldberg
Ryan Karp
BrandonKarp
And. Hallion
Joe Connelly
A. Connelly
J Kornbleuth
Jon Kraus
Jeremy Freed
B. Flood
H Barenholtz
C.DP
EddieBenson
Cole Lepler
L. Rowland
Mark Karmiy
James Lee
Sean Staples
Jordan Sarnie
Andrew Kern
A. Karasik
JamesDunlea
SpencerQuist
I. DeLaTorre
Josh Daigle
V. Svedloff
A. Henk
N. Stonehill
K. Chau
Trevor Kelly
JMcLaughlin

B. Goldberg
Kieran Flood
Joey Cohen
Carl Devis
N. Oppenheim
Jack Zinman
Griffin Yas
GeorgeZabalou
Isaiah Bedsole
Josh Wolf
Tim Beinborn
Nick Akerstein
Antonio Torres
Tim Chu
Michael Colon
Zam. Abney
Zack Waxman
Chris Connolly
Juan Ruiz
Gabe DaSilva
Zyaire Abney
Zylas Abney
Antonio Agard
MohamAljundi
Matt Goroshko
Matt Kern
Corey Perkins
Ben Shocket
C. Ballweg
Kevin Barrera
Jonah Bloch
Riley Bloch
Nasir Simon
Nick Silva
MichaelSudkin
Ryan Torres
Chris Chun
Sean Karass
Chris Victorin
Gio Tammick
Luke Moriarty
James Kagoda
C. Martinez
M. Connolly
Dom Delgado
HunterBeaulac
Matty Burger

Sean Karass
Dutch Senft
Seva Filatov
Luke Lentine
Harvey Chen
Will Burger
NEW PLAQUE
Liam Ross
MohanedAljundi
Lucas Maley
Eli Champoux
Dez. Mitchell
Ethan Brodeur
Max Andelman
Cole Betza
Devin Usal
Brady Bloch
Liam Grabie
Alex Babb
Andrew Babb
Omar Benmrad
Mateo Correia
Ben Grabie
NikitaZakhvatov
Juan Barrios
Matty Vogel
NEW MEMBERS

Zach Andelman
Julian Badger
Ryder Beaulac
Jacob Dancey
Desmond Gao
Spencer Hertz
Gabe Klapman
Jackson Magee
Josh Mawanda
Patrick and
Preston
O'Connell
Spencer Parco
Lee and Leeon
Perryman
Danny Santos
Jimmy Santos
Ferris Way
M. Mexil

TRIPLE CROWN
Because of the pandemic, there were no new additions to the Triple Crown for 2020. We
could speculate on who had the best chance at World Cup knowing who the returning players
would have been. Would USA have finally got their first win with a stacked group of veterans
with Eli Avergun, Zyaire Abney, Matty Vogel, Ace Eagerman, Nate Mendelsohn and Josiah
Bowen? Would the World Cup combo of Coach Joe Connelly and star Jackson Magee have made
it 3 of 4 years for England? Winning World Cup is the hardest of the 3 Triple Crown events as
there is only a 1/12 chance of winning. Add that to the odds of winning Desert War (1/2) and Color
War (1/2) and winning the Triple Crown becomes a 1/48 chance for campers who are Elite 8-ers.
There is a reason it has only happened 9 times in 10 years. We will see all of you prospective
Triple Crowners next year!
CAMPER
Ian Finn
Kevin Wu
Farid Mawanda
Anthony Folkes
Brady Bloch
Giovanny Tammick
Michael Colon
Josh Wolf
Toussaint Nyamweya

YEAR
2010
2011 NONE
2012
2012
2013
2014 NONE
2015
2015
2016 NONE
2017
2018
2018
2019 NONE
2020 NONE

World
Cup
Mexico

Desert War

Color War

Night

Krewe

Greece
Greece
England

Fortune
Fortune
Crimson

Juveniles
Juveniles
Reign

Ireland
Ireland

Dusk
Dusk

Hustle
Hustle

England
Spain
Spain

Poison
Tsunami
Tsunami

Order
Samurai
Samurai

2020 Iron Man Board

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

JC Gonzalez 17:14 Dusk ‘15
Lucas Maley 17:15:50 Tsunami ‘18
Chris DiPietrantonio 17:24 Dawn ‘15
Chris DiPietrantonio 17:41:00 Thunder ‘14
Jordan Goldberg 17:46 Dawn ‘15
Ethan Brodeur 17:49:50 Avalanche ‘18
Brandon Goldberg 17:52:47 Storm ‘19
Jacob Stetson 17:55 Fortune ‘12
Tristan Goroshko 17:57:50 Toxic ‘17
Bryce Smith 17:59:60 Wave ‘13

House at Home Schedule
After a few revisions this was the final schedule of House at Home. Initially the program
also included Slenders (Fitness), Tenders (Community Service), and Fishing skills. Also, we tried
more video games in the evening such as NBA 2K, Call of Duty and Rocket League. Thanks to
the leaders of those activities for their preparation and hard work. Ultimately, we decided less was
more and settled on this final schedule which ran for the entire last 4 weeks. Again, thanks to the
counselors who brought their enthusiasm to each activity and the campers who showed up. WEHC
News was so popular we added a Friday slot for podcasts based on the Wednesday morning
discussions.

House at Home T-Shirt Standings – Campers
The rules were simple, 10 House at Home activities and you get a new T-shirt. The shirts were
designed by Ace Eagerman with the help of his sister, Samantha.
Every single person on these lists, who earned a shirt, was “Shirted.” “Shirted” meant that the
Wilensky family drove to your house and I (Ryan) rang the doorbell and left a shirt to your surprise.
Videos of these silly episodes were made by Rachel Wilensky and were posted on the camp’s
Facebook page. The only exceptions were celebrity guest shirters, Nick Silva, who “Shirted”
Zamayne Abney and Josh Wolf, who “Shirted” the Beaulac brothers in Florida.
Activities

Camper

Activities

Counselor

66

EAGERMAN

Ace

44

Griffin Yas

58

DANCEY

Jacob

41

Joe Connelly

42

ISRAEL

Ross

36

Zamayne Abney

32

BLOCH

Brady

26

Aidan Connelly

RIESENBURGER Nathan

18

Josh Wolf

29
25

BLOCH

Riley

17

Kieran Flood

20

KIRWAN

Jacob

15

Matt Kern

19

BOERICKE

Eli

12

Nick Silva

19

VOGEL

Matty

10

Juan Ruiz

17

HERTZ

Spencer

16

BLOCH

Jonah

16

BEAULAC

Ryder

16

MENDELSOHN

Nate

15

DANCEY

Sam

14

ANDELMAN

Max

14

GRABIE

Liam

13

BEAULAC

Hunter

10

GRABIE

Ben

10

SCHNEIDER

10

SYLVAIN

Son
Asmy

HOT TAKES
By Ryan Wilensky
Hot Takes ran the first session of House at Home. While it was super fun, we felt the time
would be better served for the WEHC News staff to create podcasts based on the game “Would
You Rather” and other fun ideas such as redrafting the High Seniors of 2019, etc. However, these
were the Hot Takes that came from the campers such as Ross Israel, Jacob Dancey and Ace
Eagerman. Thanks to Sean Karass as well for helping run this activity. We created the following
“Hot Takes” and debated them with each other. Any participant could offer up a “Hot Take.”
Week 1 (7/3)
White Samurai – not that good
Michael Colon best all-around athlete in Gott 2020
Worst Color Sport – Basketball
Lines and Grounds is useless
Pizza Fridays – side table not fair
Week 2 (7/10)
Power Ranked the importance of Bunk Clean up jobs
1. Middle Aisle Sweeper
2. Side Aisle Sweeper
3. Porch and Basket
4. Sinks and Toilets
5. Bathroom Mop
6. Night Sweeper
7. Staff Helper
8. Lines and Grounds
9. Beds + Lockers
10. Waiter

STUMP STEVE
By Steve Lepler

This past summer I looked forward to every Thursday morning at 10AM when my small,
but loyal group of wise men gathered for a virtual trivia, game, and chat fest! With much help from
sage staff member Kieran Flood, we asked each other questions about topics ranging from camp,
sports, geography, and spelling, to anything goes. It was hard, but not impossible, to stump Steve,
particularly if the anything goes category went to video games. This topic was eventually put on
the no-fly list.
During the second half of the summer, the activity segued (great vocabulary and spelling
word!) into 20 Questions, a game which I had not played for 20 years at least. I took the lead from
the campers who wanted it, reminded me how to play, and showed great creativity and humor.
One mid-summer week we had a guest star, my son Evan, a former long-term camper and
counselor, who is now a professional sports broadcaster. The group asked a variety of good
questions (more than 20) about his camp experiences and memories, as well as about his current
career.
Thanks to regulars Ace Eagerman, Jacob Dancey, Ryder Beaulac, and Nate Mendelsohn,
who helped make the activity something we all looked forward to. Thanks also to the others who
stopped by.
I can’t wait to do Stump Steve and other fun games and chats live and in person next
summer at camp! Be there!

ADVENTURES IN COLLECTING
By Bill Margolin

As part of our House @ Home program this summer Bill Margolin offered to discuss
people’s collecting interests every Thursday at 4:00 pm. This included sports cards, comic books,
coins, stamps and anything else that was of interest to the campers. Bill exhibited some of his
collectibles and encouraged others to do the same. Towards the end of the session the course
involved chess matches with Ace Eagerman and Jacob Dancey.
SPELLING BEE AND CHESS TOURNAMENT
By Bill Margolin

West End House Camp is looking for people to participate in the Maine Summer Camps
Annual Spelling Bee and the West End House Camp Annual Chess Tournament.
Each year we go to Portland, Maine during the second week in July to compete in the
Spelling Bee. The competition is tough but in the past we have done well. If you are a good speller
please keep this in mind. There are two divisions: 12 & Under and 15 & Under.
The Third Annual West End House Camp Chess Tournament is tentatively scheduled for
the fifth week of camp. In 2019 we had 10 camps participate. There are also two divisions 12 &
Under and 15 & Under.
If you are interested in either of these contact Bill Margolin.

TENDER WEST ENDERS/DAIGLE TV
By Josh Daigle
I was happy to help with the House @ Home programming this past summer, running Tender West
Enders, and Daigle TV. In “Tenders,” we still wanted to maintain the spirit of community service
that we instill at camp each summer. Because we were home during the day, our group thought it
best to focus on helping in our homes and neighborhoods. We had weekly challenges that
encouraged everyone to help out at home, completed random acts of kindness, cleaned our
neighborhoods, and much more!
“Daigle TV” has turned into a highly anticipated evening activity occurring after cake and milk at
camp. In an effort to offer activities that campers really enjoy during the summer, Daigle TV was
a welcome addition to our House @ Home schedule! Together we watched and discussed “ScoobyDoo, Where Are you?” which may just end up in the Daigle TV line up next summer at WEHC.
Thank you to the campers and staff who got creative and had fun with us this past summer!
TRICKSHOT TUESDAY
By Joe Connelly
Trickshot Tuesday was an activity where the campers and staff would perform trick shots in and
around their house and record them. Every Tuesday at 4 PM, there would be a zoom meeting where
the campers and staff would meet up and share the trick shots with each other. Trickshot Tuesday
really seemed to kickstart the summer season. With exciting trick shots from veterans Jacob
Dancey, Nate Mendelsohn, and newcomer Eli Boericke, there was some competition brewing from
the beginning to see who the best trickshotter was. Each week there was a theme that everyone
who participated had to base their trickshot around. For example, one Trickshot Tuesday had to be
based around household objects. Four year old Wade Wilensky shot his purple bouncy ball down
the stairs and into the Wilensky dryer. Trickshot Tuesday was one of the staples of House @ Home
and I think there could be opportunity in the future for this happening in Maine at camp.
FORTNITE TOURNAMENTS
By Joe Connelly
Wednesday nights were very popular among the majority of the campers in House @ Home. The
most popular video game over the past couple years has been Fortnite. Almost every Wednesday
night campers found teammates to play in weekly tournaments. With an average of about 20
players each tournament, there was plenty of action. One of the highlights of the summer offered
yet another activity for campers to be excited about.

SLENDER WEST ENDERS
By Matt Kern
“Slender Westender” is a fitness club for any campers who want to embrace a healthy and active
lifestyle. Fitness ranges from strength training to cardio to nutrition and beyond. This club is an
opportunity for campers to participate in group exercises, such as running, swimming, and
calisthenic workouts. Although it was challenging to continue “Slender Westenders” throughout
House @ Home, we know that this program will be quickly integrated into camp life upon our
return to Long Pond. Through exercising and engaging in conversations, we hope that campers
will learn from and support each other. We plan on meeting multiple times each week during rest
periods and providing members with the information to continue training on their own time if
desired. Fitness creates self-discipline, accountability, and self-esteem, all of which align with
West End House Camp’s mission of developing young men who are ready to take on the world.
SKRIBBS
By Griffin Yas
Skribbs was a perfect way to end our week of House @ Home. Skribbl.io is an online game of
Pictionary where players can join a custom lobby and play together. You can find it mostly on
students’ screens in the back of class, but we thought it would be a perfect way to end a week of
HAH. After days filled with competitive Fortnite tournaments and other events, Skribbs was a
chilled-out way for kids to participate in the gaming portion of House @ Home. We had amazing
participation from staff including the Connelly brothers and Zamayne Abney. Campers were led
by the 3B crew and others included the Bloch’s, Dancey’s, Abney’s, and of course MVP, Ace
Eagerman. Later in the summer, we started to take Skribbs to a whole new level. We added
custom words that had to do with camp. So, phrases like “council ring” had to be drawn and
guessed. Additionally, Zamayne Abney led the group in other online games that we all could play
together, like “Jackbox” which became a crowd favorite. The new structure of the night became
Skribbs for an hour and then the “Jackbox” games for the rest of the night. No one ever wanted to
leave. The last night of Skribbs was definitely sad, but I’ve already gotten multiple requests to
play again on our bunk zooms, so there is no doubt West End Skribbs will continue for as long as
virtual camp exists.

JUGGLING
By Allan Jacobs
Being in Maine, I was able to lead juggling classes from The Kezar which was familiar to
everyone. Otherwise, things were very different...which does not at all mean bad. Though we
couldn’t be at camp running around in the fresh air and breathing in the smell of the pines we could
at least keep in touch.
The juggling attendees were Ace (Eagerman) and Jacob (Dancey) with superb staff supervision
from Zamayne. Ryan oversaw the whole thing with regular check-ins to make sure operations were
running smoothly.
Ace lived up to his name... as he was in fact, always the eager man.
Jacob lived up to expectations...making huge improvements at each and every class.
Zamayne lived up to his reputation...always ready, willing and able.
Ryan lived thru it...checking in while his kids were eating breakfast in the background.
There were new obstacles to overcome: searching and crawling under furniture for dropped balls,
minor glitches and delays with Zoom, and watching each other on tiny screens as opposed to real
life. But none of that could sap the energy from anyone.
There was plenty of learning and improvement from everyone. All can juggle at least some
patterns, be it patterns on the ground, in the air, with 3 balls (and even starting on 4), as well as
various skills, tricks and variations. To say it was a success would be an understatement. We may
not have had a great quantity of participants, but we had great quality.
Juggling highlights were plenty. Seeing the weekly improvement from all was encouraging. Other
highlights included seeing Ace play bass guitar, seeing Jacob’s boundless enthusiasm and seeing
Zamayne dodge the ceiling fan. I’m hoping that all continue in some fashion. I can’t wait to see
the improvement in 2021. By then Ace should be ready to get out of bed before 10am and Jacob
should be ready to teach the whole camp.

QUEST - PROJECTS
By Ellen Collard (forward by Ryan)
Below is a snapshot of the weekly activities of this summer’s Quest program led by Middle School
Science teacher Ellen Collard. Thank you, Ellen, for all the great projects you planned for the
campers. Some of them are below. We may have some long days this winter, so check out some
of these videos and projects. The Wilensky’s are definitely doing the Catapult Challenge!
Week 1 - Bridge Building Quest
Week 2 - Build a battery out of FRUIT??
Week 3 - Design the WEHC t-shirt for 2020
Week 4 - Design or Build a House
Off the grid on a homemade Island www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ts15BW-6hw
Frank Lloyd Wright's "Falling Waters" www.youtube.com/watch?v=pSbjVgpXDoA
Week 5 - Choose your own Adventure
For viewing the Arches National Park this is a good 4 minute video with a small bit of explanation:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=WNu1VGl416U
Zion National Park: www.youtube.com/watch?v=fci4ylynQwI
And Canyonlands National Park: www.youtube.com/watch?v=EYcyplCWlTg
These 3 parks are part of the National Park system that our taxes support in the United States. Each
of us is an owner through the taxes paid by the adults in the family. The National Park system
consists of 58 National Parks that preserve the beauty of nature for the generations now and to
come. (Can you tell that I LOVE the parks?) These three parks are located in the SW US and are
part of the "Grand Staircase" of geologic wonders that include Grand Canyon National Park.
Week 6 - Paper Challenge
New paper challenge! And for discussion and your thoughts: If you had unlimited $$ what would
YOU do with it! Please include some fun, some reality, and some generosity.
Walking through paper link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=mu5XYPaGFTI
Be careful to pay attention to the cuts! Watch twice; Cut once!
Week 7 - Elective Time
Week 8 - Catapult Challenge
DISCLAIMER: And if you are not allowed to handle a sharp knife please have an adult help
you out!
Those materials are: A small package of craft sticks (10-12 minimum) A plastic spoon or 2 (just
in case you break one) A small group of elastic bands sizes 1.5-2 inch (Bigger ones can be used
but make your work a bit more difficult) With a parents help you will need a small knife that you
can work with to make notches in a couple of the popsicle sticks. A cap eraser or any other object
of similar size and weight.
Video links for making a catapult and info on what a trebuchet is and how to make a mini one!
This is the video I used: www.youtube.com/watch?v=u2Zsa7i8-i0
This is one that has 2 different methods: www.youtube.com/watch?v=WpLFC_SOpXs
What is a trebuchet?: www.youtube.com/watch?v=i_6LeWzNx_c
Making a trebuchet w/popsicle sticks (a lot more tools needed!):
www.youtube.com/watch?v=niADsSjtzzs
Looking forward to seeing you all in 2021!

WEHC News
By: Griffin Yas
One of the biggest benefits of a completely virtual summer was our ability to create online
content. West End has had a weekly newspaper before, but WEHC News intended to be the
biggest news outlet in West End history and became just that. Every week, the team met to discuss
our next ideas and podcasts. We had amazing participation across the board with a team ranging
from the Bloch’s and Grabie’s to the younger kids as well, such as Ace Eagerman, Jacob Dancey,
Ross Israel, Nathan Riesenburger and so many more. Within the first week of News, a website
was created to hold all our content (bit.ly/WEHCNews). The kids were extremely creative! They
wrote articles about anything that was happening in the sports world and camp articles as well. We
had multiple weekly segments such as “West End Would You Rather”, our dollar challenges to
create the best camp lineup, “Meme of the Week”, and Ace Eagerman’s interviews with
Bill. WEHC News became so big, we needed to expand and take over the Friday “Hot Takes”
activity as well. We recorded our incredible podcasts at this time and gained a new valued
member, Sean Karass. I want to shout out to Josh Wolf and Ryan Wilensky for being extremely
crucial in the creation and facilitation of the activity. Now at the end of the summer, we have a
fully functional website, a YouTube channel with about 10 podcasts recorded, and an Instagram
page (@wehcnews) with polls and links to all the new articles.

Top 5 League Sports Top 5 League and Waterfront Activities
Written by Jacob Dancey
League Sports. They are obviously all great, so it was hard to determine an order.
1. Softball. It's got to be the best. It’s the perfect sport because when you are not in the field
you’ve got some nice shade and benches to sit on so you can cool down. It’s also good
because not everyone plays baseball so it’s usually a bit more fair- no team has a
tremendous edge over the other.
2. Newcomb/Volleyball. This is from the perspective of a junior who, therefore, has not
played volleyball but boy do I like Newcomb. The fact that there is a break in the middle
and water fountain is good, but this is the sport that your team can really show off its
teamwork. It’s also fun because you're throwing a ball back and forth, who doesn't like
that?
3. Kickball/Flag Football. Now, I have played both of these sports and really like them.
Kickball is for similar reasons as softball, but I like a bat and the sand better. Football is
good because of the adrenaline and the well thought out plays. It’s kind of intricate and I
like that.
4. Basketball. This one will be controversial because basketball is great but to the people
who don’t play basketball in school, it’s usually not as fun, dropping it in the rankings.
5. Soccer. Running up and down the field gives it its last-place ranking.
Waterfront Activities. I didn’t put any land activities (like Wiffleball) because waterfront is for the
water.
1. Old-Timers Dock Fun. I love this because of the variation of what you can do. If you want
to swim you can go in the water, if you want to do tricks into the water you can go on the
water slide, and if you don’t want to go in the water you can play water baseball. It’s the
best activity.
2. Free swim/Bongo. For the same reasons as old-timers dock, you can swim or go on the
bongo. All of it is awesome.
3. Tubing. The reason that I like it is that it’s so fun trying to hold on. Everyone loves hanging
by only the tips of your fingers and pulling yourself back up.
4. Kennards. It’s gotta be up there with free swim but when you only have half Kennards it
takes so long to walk there and back and that really cuts back at your time in the water.
With that said, I really like the shallowness of the water and chilling at the rock pile.
5. Water skiing/Gaga. Water Skiing makes the list for similar reasons to tubing. Gaga is a
great second activity period activity to cool down after going in the water and the games
are always fun and intense.

Ross Israel's Hot Takes of the Week
With much debate on whether there will be an MLB season or not, here are some players to watch
out for:
Kolton Wong, Cardinals, Second Baseman
2019 Stats- .285 AVG, 11 HR, 136H, 24 SB, 59 RBI
Easily the softest hands in the NL at the keystone. Last year this 29-year-old 2nd baseman won the
Golden Glove for the 2nd Baseman in the NL. Not only is he great in the field but he also has some
power at the plate as well.
Byron Buxton, Twins, Center Fielder
2019 Stats- .262 AVG, 10 HR, 71 H, 14 SB, 46 RBI
This Golden Glove caliber outfielder has flown under the radar for a year or two, but during this
year's spring training, you can see how powerful of an outfielder and at the plate he will be. Be
sure to watch out for him.
Shohei Ohtani, Angels, Designated Hitter/ Pitcher
2019 Stats- .286 AVG, 18 HR, 110 H, 12 SB, 62 RBI
Recently back from his injury Ohtani looks bigger and better than ever. During spring training, he
has improved his hitting and pitching skills. The dual position player looks ready to take on the
2020 season.
A Rundown of the NHL
Written by: Brady Bloch
Wow, what a weird time for the National Hockey League. First, let’s talk about the draft lottery.
There were eight potential “lottery pick” for next year's draft (not the usual 15), but only seven
teams as of now will receive them. The eighth team will be decided later. The Detroit Red Wings
had the best chance for the 1st overall pick at 18.5; however, the results were very unexpected.

The first pick actually to be one of the losers of the 1st round of the 24 team playoff bracket. This
will be a separate draft lottery for only the 1st overall pick-every team in the lottery will have the
same odds which is 12.5% and all of this will happen in phase 2 of the NHL draft lottery.
Another weird thing happening is the 24 team playoffs. Due to COVID-19, the NHL regular season
could not conclude properly. So, the NHL commissioning board decided to have the best 24 teams
according to regular-season points have one big tournament. In it, the first round, also known as
the “play-in round,” it will be best of 5 games series, but after that round, each series will be a best
of 7 games. All of these games will either be played in Toronto and Edmonton (both located in
Canada). The four best teams in each conference receive a first-round bye. The 8 teams are listed
here:

Personally, I can't wait to see what happens. I would not be surprised if either the Boston Bruins
or the Colorado Avalanche made a run for the Stanley Cup. Both teams have a strong goaltender
and overall a good team.
Patrick Mahomes Just Received the Largest Contract in NFL History
Written by: Griffin Yas
Patrick Mahomes and the Kansas City Chiefs just agreed to a deal worth 10-year, $450 million
contract extension with the Chiefs, according to Adam Schefter of ESPN. Yes, you read that right,
$450 million dollars.
The reigning Super Bowl MVP will look to prove his worth next season and the many after that.
He’ll be in Kansas City until 2031.
In NFL history, there are 37 players who have made over 100 million dollars, but Mahomes
towers over the competition. The top 10 prior to the Mahomes deal are listed below:
10. Larry Fitzgerald, WR — $175.0 million
9. Matthew Stafford, QB — $203.8 million
8. Philip Rivers, QB — $218.9 million
7. Matt Ryan, QB — $223.5 million
6. Ben Roethlisberger, QB — $232.3 million
5. Aaron Rodgers, QB — $233.6 million
4. Tom Brady, QB — $235.2 million
3. Drew Brees, QB — $244.7 million
2. Peyton Manning, QB — $248.7 million
1. Eli Manning, QB — $252.3 million
There’s no doubt Mahomes is an elite quarterback, but was he worthy of this astronomical amount
of money? Is this the direction the league is going in the future? Only time will tell.

TOP 5 COLOR WARS IN 25 YEARS
Written by Ryan Wilensky
I have been at camp from 1987-1999 and from 2008-2019, for 25 Color Wars. So, no offense to
the 2000-2007 era or the 1951-1986, but I can’t comment if I wasn’t there. Here are the best 5
Color Wars I’ve seen.
Criteria
40 Points: Competitiveness – Did the war come down to the very end? Was it legitimately in
doubt going into the final announcement? How was the competitive spirit of both sides?
15 Points: Theme/Name – Did both teams have a cool theme and name? Was it original?
10 Points: The Start – Was the CW start original, surprising, creative and memorable?
10 Points: Coaches – Were both sides well coached with coaches with great veteran leadership?
10 Points: High Senior Captains – Were the captains deserving? Were they veterans? Did they
go on to become fixtures as staff and as future coaches?
10 Points: Song Night – Did both sides have creative song nights, with terrific skits and
memorable songs?
5 Points: Shirts – Did both sides have cool shirts, with original designs?
Toughest omissions
2019: White Showtime vs. Blue Heist
1991: White Wranglers vs. Blue Jungle
NUMBER 5: 1995
Blue Riot 553 vs. White SWAT Team 547
38/40 Points: Competitiveness – CW was tied going into the alma mater, when the SWAT Team
coaches (I was one of them) did not turn off the fans. This war was close the entire way with a
memorable high senior matchup that seemed unfair in favor of white, but blue won 4-2 with Gui
Stampur securing his greatness. The coaches did not get along during the war, including a volatile
argument after the daily scores were announced. It doesn’t get the full 40 because many of the
games were blowouts.
13/15 Points: Theme/Name – Riot was prison inmates, which was unique and played well with
their coaches. The SWAT Team was the perfect opposite as the “good guys.” Amazing all black
SWAT Team outfits with vests and blank black hats. Very cool.
7/10 Points: The Start – The camp got ready to go to the Sea Dogs game in the afternoon. The
van was driven towards the Council Ring and 2 coaches came out the back with the magic words.
It was not real surprising and not memorable. However, it wasn’t a disaster either.
8/10 Points: Coaches – Riot was led by Mike Santosuosso and David Gorin with a staff of “tough
guys” that played well with their theme, including the menacing Jesse Katz. The SWAT Team
included a veteran staff led by Brian Bloch and Billy Faria. All 4 head coaches had 4 years’
experience going in. Younger coaches like Steve Wynn, Jason Gorin and I were hungry and had
something to prove.
6/10 Points: High Senior Captains – While Gui Stampur is an all-time athlete, it was his first
CW. Of the 4 captains, only Tim DeGrande had been in more than 1 CW going in. None of the 4
were ever senior counselors and only Gui coached a CW (Paradise).
9/10 Points: Song Night – SWAT Team was down 12 going into song night and the coaches were
confident they could win by 13. After our “Hollywood Squares” skit I thought we had them. The
most memorable moment was how the SWAT Team used a set of identical twins, the Manley
brothers. There was a “SWAT Team maker machine,” one brother came into the Rec Hall office
and another out the back of the Rec Hall 3 seconds later. Hysterical.

5/5 Points: Shirts – Blue Riot shirts looked exactly like inmate shirts on the front with a prison
number and on the back was a prisoner behind bars. SWAT Team shirts were all time great with a
cool helicopter on the back. Only White Disturbed was ever better.
TOTAL SCORE: 86

NUMBER 4: 2015
Blue Hustle 566 vs. White Freedom 537
35/40 Points: Competitiveness – After day 1, Freedom was up 12. After day 2, up 3. After day 3,
up 5. After day 4, up 5. Then on day 5, Blue won 5-1 in the morning and took a 45-point lead into
song night. So, the final score is deceiving. Blue won an epic, come from behind low junior softball
game to basically clinch the war on that last day. It was a horrible way for Freedom to lose. In fact,
in high senior football, White dominated Blue most of the game, but couldn’t punch it and lost 70. If white had won each of those games, they’d have won CW. Ouch. The high senior division
ended up in a rare 3-3 split. Each coach won at least 2 games. CW was not in doubt during song
night.
14/15 Points: Theme/Name –The Blue Hustle was 90s rap stars that remind me of the days of
Run DMC, NWA and Public Enemy. Loved their music they played during the entrances including
songs like “Jump Around.” The White Freedom, USA loving, 4th of July celebration theme had
awesome signs and their coaches reminded me of Apollo Creed entering vs. Ivan Drago. Great
theme idea, I wish they sang “God Bless America” and the “Star Spangled Banner” during the
war.
7/10 Points: The Start – The original plan was to start in the Council Ring before lunch using a
drone. But, after looking at gloomy weather reports, we realized that breakfast would be the only
chance we had. This local techy drone guy waited in John’s truck at the Mess Hall porch as all
the campers waited in the Council Ring after 2nd bell. He got out of the car and released his drone.
The kids never saw it coming, but the timing and energy was off at 8AM.
10/10 Points: Coaches – The Blue head coach was Jonah Rappaport, who also coached on the
400 club Blue Frontier the year before with Zach Chason, Joey Cohen and Ian Finn. They wanted
to redeem themselves. The other 2 coaches were Aaron Karasik and Jack Meaney. That’s a terrific
squad and seemed better than White on paper. However, the White Freedom were led by head
coach, Todd Zucker, and were very underrated. White’s other coaches included Mitchell Lesser.
the only returning coach from the 600 club White Rumble. The other 4 coaches were Mark Karmiy,
Craig “Bebes” Beberman, James Dunlea and Luke Stillman. I think White Freedom had the best
staff in modern times, except for the Blue Order, as Mitchell Lesser won best coach of the 2010s
and Dunlea could have easily won as well.
9/10 Points: High Senior Captains – Blue captains were Jimmy Fitzhenry, the best athlete in
camp, and Brady Buckman, who was also a terrific veteran camper. The omission of Houston
Barenholtz remains an all-time mistake. White Freedom had Austin Dodes and Juan Carlos
Gonzalez, both terrific athletes and outstanding leaders. That’s an incredible combo as Dodes went
on to play college football for Union College and JCG remains the all-time Ironman leader for
Desert War. With Houston, this would’ve been a clear 10/10.

9/10 Points: Song Night – Song Night was solid for both teams. I loved the Blue entrance, which
started with a rap battle. White Freedom did 3 formations, a U, then an S, then an A for USA,
which was cool. The skits were terrific. White’s skit was about how in 2029, Wesley Wilensky
and Harper Daigle would be dating while Harper was at the Girl’s camp. White’s alma mater by
Rascal Flatts was unreal.
5/5 Points: Shirts – Blue Hustle shirt remains an iconic shirt with the logo in the front and a parent
advisory on the back. The White Freedom shirt was also outstanding with an American flag on the
front and Uncle Sam on the back. Both terrific.
TOTAL SCORE: 89

NUMBER 3
2017: Blue Order 556 vs. White Corps 544
37/40 Points: Competitiveness – With a 19-point lead going into song night, Order seemed to be
OK, but it was not insurmountable. What is more interesting was White was up 52 points going
into day 4 and it seemed over. However, Blue went 4-2 to cut it to 32, then miraculously swept the
Omelets despite their intermediates losing by a combined 36-5 in the 2 softball games earlier in
the war. Blue went 4-2 again and went from down 52 to up 19. So, in the last 15 games, Blue won
11-4. Great war throughout, but not a nail biting Mess Hall announcement.
13/15 Points: Theme/Name – I would put Blue Order up there against any name ever. They were
like the Illuminati and did their entrances in the Rec Hall under a candlelight ceremony. Creative
and original. White Corps wasn’t bad but lacked creativity as there is a military name seemingly
every 5 years or so. “Corps” loses 2 points. Also, it lent itself to being jokingly called the “Corpse.”
7/10 Points: The Start – It started at 2nd bell for lunch in the Council Ring. Would’ve been great
with a pre-recorded Jeremy Zucker song ending in him saying “Color War is Now” at the end.
Unfortunately, some comically bad luck happened including a camper falling in the council ring
at the exact moment, taking the attention away from the song. Great idea, poor execution. We
should have had a louder speaker.
10/10 Points: Coaches – An unbelievably well coached war with 10 veteran coaches. An
impossible year for a younger counselor to “make it” into the coaching ranks. Matt Connelly vs.
Jack Meaney as cousins facing off seemed to bring the war’s intensity to a new level. Blue also
had Dunlea as a co-head coach with Sam Eggert, Jack Lesser, Luke Stillman and Houston
Barenholtz. White also had Karmiy as co-head coach with Aaron Karasik, Victor Svedloff, Jack
Donaldson, and Jordan Chabot.
10/10 Points: High Senior Captains – All-time great High Senior group led by future CW
coaches Griffin Yas, Brandon Karp, and Cole Lepler. The other 3 captains were outstanding
athletes with Dutch Senft, Joey Cohen and Noah Oppenheim. What is craziest about this group is
the best 2 athletes didn’t even make it to captain, Devin Usal and George Zabalou. Blue seemed
stacked, but only won 4-2 and I still don’t know how White lost basketball with Devin, Burton,
and Lentine. This HS soccer game had the most talented group of all time and it’s not close.

8/10 Points: Song Night – Both teams did terrific alma maters, nothing else was amazing, but
both sides were solid. White won by 8, I thought they should have won by 12 or so.
5/5 Points: Shirts – Both outstanding, but Order may be the best with their name upside down
spelling the word blue. White Corps wasn’t a great name, they had cool tank top shirts
TOTAL SCORE: 90

NUMBER 2: 2010
White Krewe 552.2 vs. Blue Doomsday 551.9
40/40 Points: Competitiveness – Blue was up 44 in the middle of day 2, that was the biggest lead
of the war. After 3 days, it was dead even. Day 4 saw White go 4-2 in the morning, then lose both
Omelets to go down 10 going into day 5. White went 4-2 in the morning, including a 24-0 victory
in HS football over Tony Adams, and took a 10-point lead into song night. Blue won song night
by around 9.7. There will never be a war this even and not just because of the final score. Of the 6
divisions, 3 went 3-3 in games and the other 3 went 4-2 in games. Of the 6 coaching matchups, 3
went 3-3 in games and the other 3 went 4-2 in games.
12/15 Points: Theme/Name – The word “Krewe” is mostly known for those who organize the
Mardi Gras parade each year in New Orleans. Blue Doomsday were evil people that wanted the
world to end. Doomsday, cool name, horrible theme. Not sure why we want the world to end. My
random favorite part of Doomsday was they had a sign that said, “West End House Camp 19082010.” So, they wanted camp to end forever? Krewe, great theme, poor name. Should’ve gone
with Jazz. The kids didn’t know what Krewe meant.
10/10 Points: The Start – During Jai Alai, Jason Cohen waited for each bunk to wager and then
he and high senior captain, Tony Adams (who had no idea what was going on), brought the Jai
Alai board out from the Rec Hall office onto the basketball court. Within seconds, I pulled the
electricity switch, so the Rec Hall went completely dark. Jason and Rachel turned on battery
operated black lights and magically, “Color War is Now” appeared on the same Jai Alai board.
The paint that was used on the board was invisible paint, so that nobody could see the lettering on
the board while the lights were on. A Hall of Fame start.
9/10 Points: Coaches – The White Krewe were led by Head Coach Dan Bernard and fellow
coaches Josh Singer, Justin Avergon, Andrew DeMarco, Doug Spink and Matt Shivers. A nice
mix of planners and energy guys. Bernard was probably the best coach of the era and ended with
an undefeated CW record of 8-0. The Blue Doomsday was led by Head Coach David Voshchin
and fellow coaches Thibaut Rochette, David Lach, Neil Sharma, Mike Kirsten and Brion Rock.
Amazing chemistry on the Doomsday coaching staff. Although it was a staff that liked to argue
with the refs. Voshchin was the original Jordan Chabot with horrible CW luck and I believed
finished 0-8 and 0-5 as a coach. This one had to hurt the most.
9/10 Points: High Senior Captains – White had an awesome set of 2 captains with Alex Hebert
and Louis Shaevel. Louis never lost a CW and was the consummate professional. Hebert was a
great quiet leader and had the most impressive HS distance run I’ve seen. White Krewe HS is one
of my favs because they lost Momo to an injury on day 1 and came back from 1-3 to even their
split at 3-3. Blue had future NFL prospect Tony Adams, veteran Jake Ryter and 2nd year star Josue
Seaone. A good group of captains in the war, but Louis, Hebert and Ryter coached only once each.

Jeremy Zucker kindly reminded me that I nixed the idea of him being captain because he was 14.
But Tony was too, so he was probably right.
10/10 Points: Song Night – A truly great one with high stakes and great performances. It looked
like White had CW in the bag up 12 unofficially with 2 songs left. Blue won the song from floor
by 4 points and needed to win the alma mater by over 8 points. Jeremy Zucker had a solo in the
“The Scientist,” in my opinion that and “Mad World” by White Disturbed were the best ever.
“Doomsday” became a perfect name as they won the alma mater by slightly less than the 8 points.
An all-time ouch. Jason Cohen and I calculated the score 3 times to make sure the 0.3 was accurate.
Bill offered his “if CW is a tie” envelope, but Jason and I agreed that 0.3 victory is still a victory
and rounding seemed cowardly when we knew who won. When Jason delivered the final score, I
stayed on the Mess Hall porch. Thinking about Dave Voshchin losing by 0.3 was too much, he
deserved to win. After CW there was a controversy over what the plaque should say. We originally
were going to leave the score rounded at 552-552. The White coaches felt that would take away
from their victory, we agreed.
4/5 Points: Shirts – Krewe was creative having half their shirts made in green, the other half in
purple. As an old schooler, who likes to promote our camp colors, I did not like this as the white
team should wear white and the Blue team should wear blue. Doomsday shirts would have been
great with a cool logo on the front in yellow. But I can’t get behind the giant explosion on the back.
As a human, I’ve become fond of planet earth.
TOTAL SCORE: 94

NUMBER 1: 1988: Blue Machine 552 vs. White Empire 548
40/40 Points: Competitiveness – Incredible ending to 5 days of back and forth competition. White
was up 6 after day 1. Blue went up 29 after day 2. White came back on swim and track day to take
a 1-point lead into day 4. Blue went 3-2, 3-2 in the last 2 splits, then split the Omelets. So, Machine
was up 20 going into song night and the Empire song night loomed large with an all-time song
night coaching staff of Kevin Lustig, Dave and Mike Andelman. As a 10-year-old on Machine, I
was mesmerized by Empire’s song night and thought Empire should’ve won. Final Score of song
night was 108-92 and Empire came up short. Anyone in this war will tell you it was the best they
were in. I believe White Empire is the best team to lose CW.
14/15 Points: Theme/Name – Blue Machine, steel workers, was a solid theme, but loses a point
because it was only 5 years after the Union. Empire, Star Wars, was unique and fun. Not sure why
we haven’t seen another Star Wars theme. How good was the name Empire? In one of the all-time
CW controversies, the Blue team found out their name and passed in “Empire” as well. Runner
John Zinman thought it was a joke. Karma won out and White won the coin flip for the name that
was their idea. Kevin Lustig is still mad about this failed act of chicanery. But it made for a more
intense war.
10/10 Points: The Start – Jai Alai was new that summer. During the night activity the counselors
came out and said “West End House Jai Alai we salute…. COLOR WAR IS NOW!” Nobody
expected it. Blue and red poker chips were flying, and Kevin Lustig moved the betting tables to
allow for some fireworks on the stage. Creative and shocking at the time. The only great start in
my first stint at camp.

10/10 Points: Coaches – After the worst CW maybe ever, in 1987, when each team only had 5
coaches and there were a few 15-year-old CITs coaching, 1988 was stacked. For Machine, their
head coach was the great Johnny Stoller, with Lee Rappaport, Dan Levine, Matt Bloch, Greg
Kaplan and Lane Davis. For Empire, 3-time Head Coach, Kevin Lustig with Dave Andelman
(future Bad Boys HC), Mike Andelman, Eric Liebman, Morry Levine and Greg Friedman. Both
sides genuinely did not like each other, which made the war seem extra important.
8/10 Points: High Senior Captains – Blue had 3 solid captains with Ferrin, Labell and Yaffe.
White had legend Mike Santosuosso and Pete Lesburg. Only “Santa” went on to be a SC and a
head coach. Ferrin coached in 89.
10/10 Points: Song Night – There has never been a song night quite like Empire. “Minnie and the
Moocher” and “Part Time Lover” by Stevie Wonder were iconic. The entire performance was the
movie Star Wars with an unbelievably great skit led by Mr. Song Night, Dan Andelman and
veteran Josh Deth. The hockey stick bin in the Rec Hall was the costume for R2D2, played by
Miguel Serrano. Check it out, it still looks the same. Machine was solid as well including “Never
Gonna Give You Up” which became a popular song in the last 10 years. Song night was tied until
a 26-14 skit beatdown and a 6-point alma mater win for Empire got them to the final 4-point deficit.
4/5 Points: Shirts – Machine was basic but very solid with their names on the back in a steel like
font. Empire had Darth Vader and the words “White Empire” in the same font as the “Star Wars”
font. Awesome shirt. But it was a dark gray, and I think White team needs to wear a white shirt.
TOTAL SCORE: 96

WHAT IF PRO ATHLETES GOT DRAFTED FOR COLOR WAR?
Written by: Griffin Yas

What if pro athletes participated in a West End color war? It's an interesting question. Who would
you draft? Who would be the most valuable? Do you go for specialized athletes or do you pick
players that can rely on their athleticism in other sports? These questions were answered and there
is a podcast on this as well. Josh Wolf and Matty Vogel took on Ryan Wilensky and Riley Bloch
in a draft battle of top 4 sport athletes. The link to the video is posted
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zlv4ySIJJG8&t=392s) and below. The teams are also posted
below.

Top 5 Color War Activities *HOT TAKE WARNING*
Written by Jack Goldberg:

I think Color War is the best activity at camp by far. There are SO many awesome activities to
choose from, but this is what I think the top 5 activities are (in no specific order).
1. The first activity that I think should be top 5 is the Apache Relay. I like it because there are
a ton of different things that you have to do against the other team and it's a race to whoever
can do it faster. It’s definitely better when there is no controversy!
2. The second activity that I love is Waterpolo. I love this activity because it is handball in
the water and I love handball. It is a little competitive but that makes it fun.
3. The third activity that is fun is Song Night. The reason I like song night because it’s so
important. It’s high pressure and decides everything if you and the other team are neck and
neck. For example, last year’s Showtime vs. Blue Heist, Showtime won by 2 points solely
because of song night. This was the first time since about 2010 that song night completely
decided the end of color war.
4. The fourth activity that I think should be on the top 5 is the steeplechase. I like this because
when you are running around the camp you can see your seniors doing their activity and
they cheer you on. The mystery of seeing who comes back first from the road is also always
great.
5. The fifth and final activity that I love is tugs. I love this because when you are the anchor
your coach really pushes you and when you win you feel really good about yourself. It’s
also the first event you get to do with your whole team and sets the tone for the next 5 days.
House@Home Fortnite Duos Cup Recap
Written by: Joe Connelly

The climax of week two took place Wednesday night at 8 PM. The first House@Home Fortnite
tournament took place. With 23 combined campers and staff, everybody was excited to play the
game that has taken the world by storm these past couple years. This tournament was split up so
there were teams of two going into a private lobby hosted by Zach Andelman. The tournament was
split up into five games and whoever had the most points at the end of the night would win the
game. The point system worked as follows, every elimination was a point and however high you
placed in your respective game, you got a certain number of points. A win in a round is worth 10
points. With the first two rounds being intense and coming down to the wire, it was Joe Connelly
and Jackson Magee who won back to back rounds to take a commanding lead in the tournament.

In the third round, we had a late entry from JJ Alexander and Ryan Torres. The two of them came
in and had a commanding first performance with a win and a plethora of eliminations. The second
to last game came down to the final seconds with Nathan Riesenburger having more health than
Aidan Connelly to secure the win. Riesenburger and his partner Griffin Yas took the cautious
approach the entire game as they had zero eliminations but secured the win anyway. The final
game came down to the final placement points as the top four teams were in the top four
respectively. Ryan Torres and JJ Alexander ended up securing the win in the final game making a
push for the top spot.
The final results were calculated, and Joe Connelly and Jackson Magee took home first place with
50 points and two victories. Ryan and JJ came in second with 45 points, also securing two victories.
If they had shown up earlier, they surely would have secured the whole tournament win. Third
place went to Aidan Connelly and Jonah Bloch, always placed in the top six and Aidan recorded
a bunch of eliminations helping his team get the bronze with 40 points. Griffin Yas and Nathan
Riesenburger ended up with a tiebreaker against Josh Wolf and Matty Vogel for fourth place, each
with 32 points. Since Nathan and Griffin had won a game, they take fourth place and Josh Wolf
and Matty Vogel come in and take fifth place. The first House at Home Fortnite Cup was a huge
success.
RESULTS

Fortnite Week 2 Results
Written by Joe Connelly

Fortnite Trios Cup Recap
After a successful first cup, the following week was teams of 3. There were about 10 teams in the
cup in its entirety. The team of Nathan Riesenburger, Brady Bloch, and Griffin Yas started strong
with a win in the first game and followed those wins with two more, taking 3 out of 5 games in the
Cup. However, Spencer Parco, Matty Vogel, and Julian Badger were all about getting eliminations.
Spencer Parco proved himself to be above the rest with almost 6 eliminations every round. In the
fifth and final game, Aidan Connelly, Jack Meaney, and Nick Silva were able to grab themselves
their first win to move to third on the leaderboards that night. It was a very tight finish with
Nathan’s team and Spencer Parco’s team competing for the top spot. In the end, the eliminations
and high placements from Spencer Parco and his team allowed them to secure the Trios Cup

Victory. They finished with 64 Points and were followed up by the second-place team with 58
Points. The top five finishers are listed below.

Ranking Cleanup Jobs from Most Important to Least
Written by: Jacob Dancey

Here is the ranking the most important jobs during cleanup, solely aimed at getting a higher score:
1. Mid aisle. It is the thing that the A.O.D. sees first. It is the backbone of the whole score
because the central floor is the biggest spot in the bunk.
2. Side aisle. It’s just a mini mid aisle, but they must work together and clean the entirety of
the time.
3. Porch and basket. It is a very big job, but it doesn't get a lot of points (5 points for porch
and 5 for the basket). It’s easy when it’s done, but definitely a popular place to lose points.
4. Bathroom mop, it’s the mid aisle of the bathroom. The bathroom accounts for huge points
so it must look good.
5. Sinks and toilets. These areas tend to cost points if not done well.
6. Night sweep. I love this job because it makes cleaning up so much easier for the bunk the
next day; however, I acknowledge that the other jobs are more important.
7. Staff helper. It’s so versatile and you can do anything, so it ramps up the other jobs and
makes them better. It’s not that important but it’s a great job to slightly boost the score of
the bunk.
8. Lines and grounds. The bottom line is that if you don't do it you can still get a 95. It.
Doesn't. Matter.
9. Beds and lockers. Nobody wants you to touch your stuff!
10. Waiter, obviously this is a tedious and important job, but as for cleanup score, you get no
points for it. This gives it the last-place ranking.

Building the Ultimate West End CW Track Athlete
Created by: Griffin Yas
Here is the creation of the ultimate WEHC track athlete using different parts of the body and
characteristics of campers in the past 5 years. Did we get it right? What should we do next? Let us
know on Instagram @wehcnews!

Softball Toss: Cole Lepler. Easily one of the best softball players in West End history, Cole was
able to absolutely sling the softball. If you remember during All-Stars, when the counselors keep
the furthest arrow for the whole night to show who had the furthest throw in camp, Cole was
always that guy. He was about 2 hops from the left field woods on the line. Make sense as he’ll be
playing baseball at the collegiate level next year.
Broad Jump: Kentony Chao. This one may come as a surprise to newer campers who weren't
there to witness Kentony jump. Kentony Chao was a freak athlete in many ways. He used to climb
just about everything and just show off his athleticism at random times. He was pretty much a
guaranteed win every year in this event.
Dash: Dezmond Mitchell. In recent memory, everyone knows Dezmond Mitchell is fast. The kid
single handedly won HS football in the 1's. Gottlieb year may not have gone as he hoped, but in
the dash, he dueled legend Chris Victorin and took home #1. He has to be on this list.
Endurance Events: Lucas Maley. The #2 all-time Ironman timer makes the spot for the
distance/steeple chase. A case might be made to put JCG here, but Maley got his time with a less
than ideal bike, so there’s no question he would have been the best of all time. He won the distance
with ease his high senior year.
Heart: Houston Barenholtz. There should be little debate about this one. In a year completely
against him, Houston took the war in stride and sucked it up for his team. Each year he went against
JCG in the distance and quietly secured 2nd only a lap or two behind him. No one had more heart
than Houtie.
Athleticism: Devin Usal. You could put Devin just about anywhere on this list and make a case
for him. He was purely the best at everything he did. For this reason, we'll use his athleticism to
maximize his effectiveness on the track.
Confidence: JCG. Aside from being the best runner of his time, whenever JCG stepped to the
line, he knew he was going to win. Not to question his humbleness, but there was never any doubt
of his abilities by himself and anyone that watched him. His confidence would be channeled for
this athlete.
Body Type: Sincere Northcross. Sincere is one of the most gifted athletes ever at camp. With a
6 foot plus frame and natural muscle, he was a possible winner of every track event. Even when it

may not have been his strength, there was always uncertainty who would actually win an event
just because Sincere was involved.
Leadership: Max Brody. If Brody wasn't able to have a direct impact in track, indirectly he was
crucial. Max is the classic guy you want on your team because he brings everyone else up and
makes everyone better. Especially in the fields, during CW, momentum is a huge thing and Brody
was able to either harness it in his favor or counter the other teams.
Ranking the Best Games to Play Inside the Bunk

1. Card games, there are so many card games that you can always find one for you and
people can teach you some. At WEHC we play chi-po, signal, hearts, and so many more.
Also, they are a good way to pass the time in the bunk during rest periods or in the mess
hall on rainy days.
2. Rafter ball/baseball, it's always so engaging and fun to challenge people and get to
defend your high score. However, other people who aren't playing usually don’t like it if
it hits them or goes near them. It's definitely another classic bunk game.
3. Board games, they are like card games because they're all so versatile and fun. It's a very
underrated move to get a bunch of games from the Kezar for the whole bunk to play.
4. Death ball, it’s like dodgeball but you have to catch the ball and if you drop it you lose.
You can play in the bunk or outside. This game is very new to camp, so it hasn't had its
time to reach every bunk. It’s very fun and skill based so I like it.

MOCK DESERT WAR RESULTS!!!

By Jacob Dancey- with help from Steve Lepler, Ace Eagerman, and Riley Bloch
In Steve’s latest "Stump Steve" activity, the campers got a chance to think about what Desert
War might have looked like if we were at camp this year! Check out what the group thought!

The teams will be Tan vs Aqua, Sand vs Sea (Suggestion made by Ace Eagerman).
The Tan coaches are Joe Connelly, Nick Silva, Matt Kern, and Mardochee Mexil.
The Aqua coaches are Griffin Yas, Josh Wolf, Andrew Babb, and Brandon Goldberg.
The Tan captains are Ben Grabie, Michael Colon, and Jonah Bloch.
The Aqua captains are Riley Bloch, Liam Grabie, James Kagoda.
The Tan is in the council ring.
The Sea is at Rec Hall.
Desert War started at the waterfront with fireworks at the night activity, Gladiators, when the
counselors were wrestling on bongo.
Welcome Back Major League Baseball
By Jake Kirwan
Here are some scores from the games on July 20, 2020- 3 days after the start of the season:
Washington 4 Houston 6; Philadelphia 2 Baltimore 2; KC 3 Yankees 2
Pittsburgh 7 Arizona 1; Oakland 2 Cleveland 11; Los Angeles Dodgers 12 San Francisco 6
Baseball is back in action, but it looks a little different than usual. The players are spread out on
the benches and have masks covering their faces. The stands are almost empty, but the sounds of
baseball are all around. The stadiums are piping in typical baseball sounds like the hum of the
crowds, cheers for the home team, and the yells of the hot dog man selling his food. Some stadiums
have cardboard cutouts that give the impression that there are fans watching America’s favorite
pastime. It all looks and feels a little strange but it’s nice to be able to watch the game on tv and
cheer on my favorite teams. Who knows how long this will all last as over 10 members of the
Marlins Organization just tested positive for COVID-19.

Bill Margolin gets interviewed
by Ace Eagerman
First Edition Podcast!

Watch Bill Margolin take questions from Ace Eagerman. This interview is the first of a hopeful
series!
Here are the quick questions and answers:
What was your favorite year of camp?
1970- Senior counselor, HC of Blue Gypsies, excited to be back at WEH Camp after 4 years in
the army, and looking forward to finishing up college.
What is your favorite Color War memory?
Starting Color War in 1972 or 73. Camp Marist called me to play basketball. I was ref and when
I blew the whistle, Camp Marist opened their jerseys and it said color war is now.
What would you propose if Desert War ended in a tie?
He would propose leaving it as a tie. Keep the rock half and half.
Would you rather be a camper now or when you were a camper?
Now. There is so much more to do. He never had water skiing, sailboats, bicycles, soccer, the
soccer field, a good baseball field, the 5’s. Other cabins have now been rebuilt and are much
nicer.
How did you end up at West End House Camp your first year?
Sam Sands. He was “Uncle” Sam. He took him to the West End and sponsored him for his first
3-week session. That how he started in 1958. He’s been at camp every year afterwards except the
late 60s when he was in the service.

Another Interview with Bill Margolin!

This is the second edition of Ace Eagerman's weekly interview with legend, Bill Margolin!!!
See his answers here:
Working late at night, have you ever been scared?
Yes. Hears noises in the fields at night, cars which beep and speed past.
Can you talk about your stories? How did they start? What has been your experience
telling them?
Used to tell stories when he was a counselor. The stories we now know today started in the 80’s.
They had a bonfire and he told a story for the 4th that year. Sometimes he’s scared of them and
has to fill in what he thinks happened, but they are based on fact. He doesn’t always know how
they’ll turn out. He’s told about 35-40 and has some more.
What is your favorite Cake + Milk?
Chocolate cake and chocolate frosting with a cold glass of milk. Brownies are good too.
What is the funniest thing that has ever happened at camp?
They once told a counselor he was going to be a color war coach and then broke the news that
they were kidding (Ryan note – wouldn’t that be against the “is this fun for everyone” rule?)
How did you get the nickname Snoopy?
When he was a CIT in 1960, he acted the part of Snoopy the dog in a skit. After he went into the
service, people at camp forgot, but they started calling him Snoopy at the club.

Best Day of Camp
Griffin asked campers of 3 different levels what their perfect day of camp would entail. The results
are below.

Dollar Challenges
House Game Lineup Contest
Created by: Riley Bloch and Liam Grabie
You have $15 to build the best House Game lineup possible. Comments at the bottom of the
home page. Choose wisely.

WEHC News Night Activity Tier List

$18 High Senior Football Lineup Contest
Created by Liam Grabie and Riley Bloch
You have 18 dollars to choose a player at every position in HS Football. Make your picks wisely.
Comment your best lineup on out Instagram @wehcnews and make any suggestions for different
lineups next week!!!

$15 Watermelon Lineup Contest!
It’s that time of the week again! Use $15 wisely to pick your perfect Watermelon lineup! Keep in
mind that the infield is the player as a camper while the other positions are the player as a staffman participating in watermelon. Also, pick any director (Ryan, Steve, Daigle, or Walsh) to lead
the team for $0! Let us know what you think on Instagram @wehcnews!!!

$18 Camp Day Challenge
Here’s another challenge for the week. We took a break from campers and using the same
athletes over and over again so we bring you... the $18 Camp Day Challenge. In the spirit of our
new series on WEHC News, try to assemble your perfect day of camp while staying under
budget! Let us know what you think on our Instagram @wehcnews!!!

$18 Desert War Team Challenge
Another edition of the $ challenges!!! Stay under budget and choose wisely. Let us know what
you think on Instagram @wehcnews!!!

10 ‘Would You Rather’ Questions
No West-Ender Could Ever Answer!
These great questions that Griffin Yas came up with and were debated by an expert panel
each week. The group chose each of the highlighted answers, after much debate. These can
all be seen on WEHC News youtube.com.
Panel: Jacob Kirwan, Josh Wolf, Ross Israel, Ace Eagerman, and Ryan Wilensky
1.
2.
3.
4.

Win CW as a regular High Senior or be bottom-bottom on a losing 400 club team?
Have Mess Hall for a full day or rake first pool?
Have a solo in the Alma Mater or be the lead actor of the Skit in Color War?
Win an intercamp tournament and get no food after or lose a tournament and get Pizza
Barn after?
5. Win watermelon or win leagues?
6. Have 30 points in the House game or 30 points in High Senior Basketball?
7. Run Desert War or coach Desert War?
8. Drop a plate in the Mess hall or spill a pitcher of red juice on the table?
9. Get Route 160 ice cream or Sofia’s?
10. Have waterfront all day (no leagues) or leagues all day (no waterfront)?
Panel: Ace Eagerman, Sean Karass, Griffin Yas, Josh Wolf, and Ryan Wilensky
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Do the mystery question or shoot the PK during the Apache Relay
Hit the Citgo sign or get a hole in one in disc golf
Run up the inner path or to Kennards and back
No ice cream at the meal or no cake and milk
During the night activity, be a gladiator or be a Jai Alai player
Catch the winning frisbee or run back the winning frisbee in DW
Bunk activity Kennards or bunk activity rec hall
Door bed or top bunk
Sea Dogs game or Disc Golf and Peebs

Panel: Ross Israel, Ace Eagerman, Riley Bloch, Jacob Dancey, Sean Karass, and Ryan
Wilensky
1. Participate in a Color War 10 years in the past or future
2. Participate in a Color War 50 years in the past or future
3. 1 big prize or a bunch of small prize for Auction 2
4. Receive a consequence or not find a chip at all for Prize or Consequence
5. Rest period to 2:45 or sleep in till 8:30
6. Waiter for breakfast or waiter for lunch and dinner
7. Make a winning House game buzzer beater or make a game winning HS football catch
8. No condiments or no cereal
9. Win triple crown as a camper or as a coach
10. Meet Pickle Fingers or Hatchet Harry

Panel: Ace Eagerman, Jacob Dancey, and Ryan Wilensky
1. If you were in prison for taking too much Cake and Milk, who would you rather share a
cell with? Yeti Monster or the Guardian?
2. Bring a hat to watermelon or sunglasses
3. Ride on the Fun Town bus or intercamp bus
4. Auction part 1 (cleaning) or auction part 2 (bidding for prizes)
5. Bring a football or tennis ball to Kennard’s
6. Be involved in start of color war or be completely surprised
7. Be waiter or have side aisle
8. Get a Dunks (ice) water or iced coffee
9. Bring back West End Social or Wrestle Mania
10. Eat only at the side table or only at the salad bar
Panel: Ross Israel, Jacob Dancey, Ace Eagerman, Griffin Yas, Aidan Connelly, Joe
Connelly, and Ryan Wilensky
1. Only brownies after CW or just chocolate milk
2. Win triple crown in Gottlieb or be a HSC
3. League championship in soccer or consolation beach volleyball
4. Lose your first game of watermelon tournament or lose in the final
5. Bring back Chester's Fried Chicken or Little Hawaii at Funtown (both have been closed)
6. Gottlieb trip to Portland (movie, laser tag, food) or Old Orchard Beach
7. Receive Unsung Hero or Spirit of the House
8. Have nobody sit with you on the bus back or sit with your best friend
9. Driven home by your parents or ride home on the bus
10. What you rather lose CW by 1 point or 200 points.

So you think you can Coach Color War – Shirt challenge
The idea was simple. With guidance from Color War coaches such as Joe Connelly, Aidan
Connelly, and Griffin Yas, campers were taught what goes into making a great Color War
theme, then name, then shirt. We came up with some basic principles before the campers
started to use their creative skills. The most important lesson to future Color War coaches is
this. Come up with the theme before the Name!!!
Characteristics of a Great Theme











Different/Unique – Order, Disturbed
Great costumes – Odyssey, Order, Juveniles, Disturbed
Everybody knows what it is – easily explainable to juniors
Inspires you – Rumble
Hard worker– Rumble, Frontier, Union, Diesel, Timber, Burn
Cool – Showtime, Odyssey, Exchange, High Rollers, Rock n Roll
Party – Paradise, Heat, Krewe (Mardi Gras), United (Soccer Hooligans).
Music – Rock n Roll, Hustle
Secret society – Brethren, Order
Rebels – Juveniles, Insanity, Riot

Characteristics of a Mediocre Theme





Overused – Military, Pirates, Cowboys, Warriors, Roman gods, tough guys, gangs
Angry/unfun – Justice, Doomsday, Chaos
Too expensive to pull off – Ignition
Directors won’t approve it anyway – Hunting

Characteristics of a Great Name








Shorter word – Reign, Order
Isn’t plural (non-S name) – Odyssey instead of Astronauts
Easy to understand - Timber
Should be what it means, not confusing
Not too specific/generic, allude to it – Showtime instead of Actors, Timber instead of
Lumberjacks
Shouldn’t be a basic word, not commonly used – Heist instead of Robbers
Incorporate the color – Blue Reign (blue wins more)

Characteristics of a Mediocre Name







A trend, that won’t be cool in a few months – Men in Blue
Abstract Nouns – Fever, Spirit, Dynasty
If people are ever like “What was that?”- Express, Glory, Defenders
Easily made fun of - Corps, Chaos, Roughriders
A pun – Men in Blue, Great White Hope
Plural (ends with s) – Wranglers, Immortals, Saints

From there we had 3 awesome themes and names that were worked on with the group.
Nightmare (Horror Movie Villains) – Jacob Dancey
Industry (Steam Punk) – Ross Israel
Riptide (Surfers) – Nathan Riesenburger
Then we came up with some consensus/ideas is to what makes a great shirt.
Great Shirts – Don’t have “Blue” or “White” on the shirt. Make design in Adobe
Photoshop, or use CustomInk.com

FRONT

 Just a logo/picture
o Simple/not busy
o No cartoon
o Frontier was $
 Just the Team Name
o Cool Font
o Like Hustle
 Uniform in corner
o Like Showtime

Back
Chose name on front, then
do picture on back
Chose just a pic on front,
then do Name on back
Both on name and pic on
front – different pic +
slogan

The winner in an extremely close contest was Jacob Dancey with the Blue Nightmare. Jacob got
to have his shirt made for free and delivered to him after the contest. His dad then purchased 15
of them for everyone in his family. Thanks to the campers who participated and those who voted
on Instagram. We have over 75 votes with each person getting at least 21 votes.

Here were our final shirt designs of the contest:
Winner

Runner ups

Kahoots during House at Home
Each week, on the weekly zoom calls we played Kahoot trivia online. These were all the quizzes
we made during the summer.

Sayings and We Leaves
In lieu of the normal sayings and we leaves, we asked the campers the following 3 questions at the
end of House at Home. Here are the question and the responses.

What are you most looking forward to for the summer of 2021?
What was your favorite part of House at Home?
Do you have any predictions for camp in 2024?
5A and 5B
Nate Mendelsohn
What I am looking forward to next summer is doing my first color war!!!
What I most enjoyed during house at home was the bunk calls when we played the kahoots.
Prediction - my prediction is there will be a new mess hall.
Son Schneider
To be able to go swimming almost every day.
I loved to be able to see other humans that aren’t my mom and dad.
Prediction - And I am a newcomer so the only thing that I think that will happen is no more zoom
meetings (in person)
Ace Eagerman
What I miss most about camp are the 8 weeks, color war, desert war, gladiators, tubing, prize or
consequence, fun town, spelling bee
Chris Tomaz-Hull
I missed my second color war, desert war, and prize or consequence
Aidan Connelly
I missed winning watermelon for the second time, as well as spending my tenth full summer at camp.
Andrew Babb
I missed winning another watermelon championship and restoring glory to the Daigles :)
Sam Dancey
I missed Fun Town, color war, leagues, tournaments, watermelon, and awards night.
I enjoyed bunk zooms the most. I’m looking forward to nightly dessert at camp!
Prediction - I predict there won’t be much change because we are already amazing. I think we will have a
new thing for the bongo.

Jacob Kirwan
The thing that I am looking forward for next year is Desert War.
The thing that I liked most about house at home was the Fortnite tournaments.
The prediction I have is new bunks… maybe…
2A and 2B
Toussaint Nyamweya
What I am looking forward to is seeing how it changed in the year.
What I enjoy about house at home is being able to talk to my friends from camp and have something to do
in quarantine.
I predict west end will have many new campers and new activities.
Jacob Dancey
What I am looking forward to is getting back to camp and spending time sadly missed because of the
pandemic with friends from camp and school and all others.
What I enjoyed most is the West End News because it really was for me. It was really fun writing article
after article about camp and it really kept me occupied.
Prediction - Camp will have a lot more bunk beds because it keeps growing and that I will get my friend
Cole to finally come to camp, my final prediction is that the camp will get at least one of the bunks redone
and get back the bongo accessories.
3A and 3B
Nathan Riesenburger
I am looking forward to Camp, desert war, I’m looking forward to my first Desert War. ESPN night is the
best night activity.
Prediction - What I’m looking most forward to in 2024 is hopefully being a counselor.
Zach Andelman
I am looking forward to the renovated floors, to see Ryan, 20-minute iron man time
Matty Vogel
I am looking forward to the gym🤷♂idk😂, Nathan in desert war😳scary, imma get a 20🤷♂, I’m
looking forward to waterskiing.
Brady Bloch
I’m looking forward just seeing all my camp friends. I am looking forward seeing the camp and doing all
the fun activities.
My favorite part of House at Home was I enjoyed seeing everyone at the zooms.
Spencer Hertz
I’m looking forward to seeing everyone in camp!
Ross Israel
I’m looking forward to being at camp idk.

What I liked most about house @ house was seeing friends even though I couldn't see them in person. I’m
looking forward to the new improvements in the cabins and around camp.
Griffin Yas
I’m most looking forward to running ESPN Night again and hopefully being involved in Color War in
some way.
Zamayne Abney
I'm looking forward to seeing the 3A campers.
Gottlieb 2020
Ben Grabie
Looking forward to giving younger kids a great camp experience, just like how my staff did.
Riley Bloch
I’m looking forward to becoming a counselor and running night activities for the kids, maybe
participating in color war.
Liam Grabie
I’m looking forward to being on staff next year and keeping the spirit alive.
Jonah Bloch
I’m looking forward to being on staff and help running things smoothly.

Camp Director
Ryan Wilensky
I am most looking forward to seeing an extra level of thankfulness and enthusiasm from all campers and
staff for the summer of 2021. I suspect people will have a new level of appreciation for the wonderful
people and place we have in Parsonsfield. I suspect there will be glowing smiles on day 1 that will last the
entire summer.
My favorite parts of House at Home, wow there are so many. Doing the “Shirted” videos gave me
something to look forward to each weekend and gave Rachel a chance to show her video and creative skills.
I enjoyed WEHC News and reading all the camper contributions. I enjoyed the bunk zooms and making
the Kahoots. Probably most of all, I enjoyed the final Awards Night Video. Makes me emotional every
time. The combination of Bill ending the House Song and the Perryman boys doing the “Rip Rip Rip” at
the end was amazing. Spielberg would be jealous.
My prediction for 2024 is that both Wesley and Wade will be campers. Wade probably a good little soccer
player. Wesley being a major player in the skit with his sense of humor and singing skills. I hope whichever
Head Coach he has for Color War (Liam Grabie?) uses him correctly. In 2024, I predict Bill Margolin is
still at camp. I hope we are still benefiting from his wisdom. If not, I will be thankful for the 25+ summers
I got to spend with my summer dad. In 2024, I predict Steve Lepler will have 5 grandchildren, one if which
will be 5 years away from being at camp. He will create a Watermelon League in Sharon. I predict Josh
Daigle will continue to be annoyed by the greatest franchise of all time, the “RyGuys.” Finally, I predict
that many of my camp friends will have their kids at camp, which will make me super happy that our bond
continues. Jacob Dancey, Sam Dancey, Dean Gordon, Abe Barr, Cole Wilk, Grayson Wilk, AJ McLean
and little brother, Tyler and Alex Hahn, Ben Sandler, Zack Wynn, Ben Kesner, Nico Stampur, Drew
DeGrande and hopefully many more.

The West End House Camp song we sing today was composed by Al Sherman around
1946; it was first heard at a West End House Show & Dance at the Statler Ballroom in
Boston.
Hundreds of hearts that beat as one
Grateful for all the House has done
As long as the sun is in the sky
The Spirit of the House will never die.
James J. Storrow will always live
Our support we will always give
As long as the sun is in the sky
The Spirit of the House will never die.
When you’re one of the boys
You’re always one of the boys
And here’s one thing you’ll do –
You’ll always go through
You’ll always go through
You’ll always go through . . . . .
James J. Storrow will always live
Our support we will always give
As long as the sun is in the sky
The Spirit of the House will never die.
Rip, Rip, Rip, Rap, Rap, Rap, West End House, (clap, clap, clap),
West End House, (clap, clap, clap), YEAH!

Summer Address
West End House Camp
294 Road Between the Ponds
Parsonsfield ME 04047

Winter Address
West End House Camp
105 Allston Street
Allston MA 02134

Camp Director Address
Ryan Wilensky
19 Howe Lane
Foxborough MA 02035

